YOUR BUSINESS WILL BENEFIT
Be the first to align your brand with the next big
trend to hit the veterinary world
Your company representatives can support and
bond with a large number of veterinary teams
Strengthen your brand through publicly
aligning with a cause that cares for the health
of all animals
Gain loyalty and respect by working with
us developing the next generation of
veterinary leaders.
Help your key clients meet their desire to improve
their sustainability and reduce their carbon
footprint.

Our team of vet nurses, vets,
education consultants and
sustainability experts have
developed a program custombuilt to slot straight into the
modern Australian veterinary
hospital, and do so in a way
which builds momentum and
excitement within every staff
member in the clinic. Your
company has an opportunity to
join us in this exciting journey
and make sustainability the next
big thing within our industry.

HOW IT WORKS?
The program engages veterinary team members
who have a commitment to improving
sustainability within the veterinary industry. They
receive training and peer support to develop a
leadership role within their team and engage their
colleagues to amplify the program.
Training is provided with an online format
containing videos and resource links as well as
mentor support and social media networking. It is
designed to be engaging, fun and productive.
The program is divided into eight modules that
have defined learning outcomes and rewards for
success. Modules take 6-8wks to complete. The
modules are as follows

Module 1 - Water
Module 2 - Recycling and minimizing landfill
Module 3 - Energy Efficiency
Module 4 - Procurement
Module 5 - Renewable Energy
Module 6 - Chemicals, Toxins & Pharmaceuticals

WHAT HAPPENS IN EACH MODULE?

WHY THIS PROGRAM?

We train a Climate Champion within each clinic
such that they can both implement material
changes as well as work with their colleagues to
bring a greater focus towards sustainability.
Each module starts with an in-clinic information
and resources team meeting, whereupon
enthusiasm is built and simple goals identified
to measure success. Our Climate Champions
then work to implement small but tangible
improvements, in consultation with the practice
owner(s) managers and supported by a VFCA
resource bank and buddy system to facilitate
problem solving.

Our program helps each veterinary team
implement the easy, achievable steps that will
contribute to reducing their environmental impact
and improve the health of the animals they care
for. It has been designed so that it can be
implemented seamlessly within a modern
Australian veterinary practice and has had
extensive design input from a collaborative team
of vets, vet nurses, sustainability engineers and
specialist tertiary educators. This program is a
chance for vet clinics to act on climate change
and engage their staff and clients in fun, tangible
and rewarding actions.

At the end of each module the team reviews
and celebrates their achievements.

This program is a unique way to engage the
veterinary team in a meaningful way that has
multiple benefits for their practice as well
protecting the health of animals in the community
through addressing the impact of climate change.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES TO CONNECT
Each Module has multiple
opportunities for you to
connect to our cohorts and the
wider veterinary community

Workshop #1
Introduction to topic

Typical Workshop opportunities
Your staff introduce or participate in
the session
Content branding
Short intro video or similar
Direct product or service promotion (where
relevant) or provide exclusive discounts
Shared social media outreach
Obtain access to our closed Facebook group

In-clinic Lunch&Learn

In-clinic changes!

Facilitated by the Climate Champion

Typical opportunities
Get your products or services
into clinic
Shared social media outreach

Typical opportunities
Your staff attend in a mentor role
Content branding
Short intro video or similar
Direct product or service promotion (where
relevant) or provide exclusive discounts
Provide lunch to the clinic

Workshop #3
Achievements, problem
solving and celebration

In-clinic investigations
Conducted by the Climate Champion

Typical opportunities
Co-branding of our checklists and
materials

Workshop #2
Action planning

Module finish!

ALIGNMENT OPPORTUNITIES
This program presents multiple opportunities to
align your brand and your staff with our program.
These include:
Have your representatives engage in the multiple
Lunch & Learn sessions held within each
participating clinics
Generate opportunities to promote your
sustainable products and services
Get access to our closed Facebook group
Cross-promote the ClimateSmart program on
your company’s channels
Get access to the next generation of leaders
within the veterinary industry.
We are opening invitations for sponsorship of:
or
Exclusive partner for the whole program; at
$50,000; or
Individual module sponsorship a
Individual
module sponsorship at $10,000
per module.
per module.

The program is designed
to foster friendship between
participants and embolden the
Climate Champions to become
sustainability leaders

